Airlink is a global humanitarian organization delivering critical aid to communities in crisis by providing airlift and logistical solutions to nonprofit partners, changing the way the humanitarian community responds to disasters around the world.

As a charitable nonprofit organization, our work is funded by cash donations from businesses within and beyond the aviation sector, foundations, and individuals; and in-kind flights from airlines.

Airlink harnesses the power and speed of aviation to help people living through humanitarian crises.

“Airlink has always existed to help remove the costs of air transport as a barrier to NGOs responding to disasters and other humanitarian crises.”

— Steve Smith, Airlink President & CEO
AN EFFECTIVE AND EFFICIENT WAY TO HELP

Airlink is an effective and efficient means for you to support dozens of NGOs supporting millions of people living through humanitarian crises in every region of the world.

REAL IMPACT WHEN IT MATTERS

Airlink and our network respond to weather events including hurricanes, tornadoes, cyclones, floods, and wildfires as well as natural events like earthquakes. We also respond to man-made disasters like refugee crises or industrial accidents where an international humanitarian response has been requested, such as the 2020 Beirut explosion. We support both immediate and long-term recovery programs.

The types of aid Airlink helps deliver includes WASH, emergency shelter, search and rescue teams, food and food supplements, water purification, emergency power generation and telecommunications, and even well-being services and day camps for children living through the aftermath of a disaster.

REPORTING AND ACCOUNTABILITY

Airlink operates a strict vetting process for all partner NGOs and requires that they submit reports at the conclusion of a program to demonstrate impact and the proper use of resources.
AIRLINK IN 2021: AT A GLANCE

- 1,137 Responders Sent
- 767,590 LBS Supplies Sent
- 27 Events Responded To
- 53 NGOs Assisted
- 38 Countries Reached
- 10 MILLION Items of PPE
- 7,862,179 People Reached with Humanitarian Aid
HELP DELIVER CRITICAL AID
24/7/365 your giving helps Airlink as we deliver aid for 130 relief partners to 7M+ people living through disasters in every region of the world. Don’t wait to give until a disaster makes news.

JOIN CORPORATE LEADERS
Airlink is a meaningful choice as a charitable giving and sponsorship partner for your team and your business. Meet your CSR and ESG goals through a portfolio of giving opportunities.

BECOME A GLOBAL GIVER
As an individual donor, whether you choose a one-time or monthly gift, you will help people through disasters close to home and across the globe.

DONATE TODAY!

TO LEARN MORE AND DISCUSS WAYS TO SUPPORT CONTACT:
Sandra Walter, Development Director
swalter@airlinkflight.org +1.202.550.7692
Lauren Makely, Development Associate
lmakely@airlinkflight.org +1.202.480.9241